Molecular mechanisms of the glucocorticoid receptor in steroid therapy - lessons from transgenic mice.
Abstract Glucocorticoids (GCs) are potent anti-inflammatory agents that are used to treat chronic inflammatory diseases, allergic conditions, and some cancers. However, their therapeutic effects are hampered by severe side effects, such as muscle weakness, insulin resistance, fat redistribution, and osteoporosis. GCs act on many cell types that express the GC receptor (GR) via several modes of action. One of them includes GR homodimers recognizing binding sequences in the DNA of gene promoters. Another mode involves the modulation of other DNA-bound transcription factors via dimer-independent mechanisms. To what extent these mechanisms contribute to GC-mediated effects is currently being elucidated from analyses of mice with conditional and function-selective mutations of the GR and is summarized in this review. Whether GR homodimerization or its monomer activity is decisive in the therapeutic effectiveness and associated side effects of GCs for the treatment of inflammatory conditions depends on the type of the pathological condition. Thus, the classic criterion for selective GR modulators, discrimination between GR dimer- and GR monomer-dependent protein-protein interaction, will not help in any condition to avoid side effects and maintain anti-inflammatory activity. Rather, novel criteria for selective GR modulators have to be defined that take into consideration the tissue-specific mechanisms of the GR to achieve optimized anti-inflammatory therapies with reduced side effects. In the case of avoiding osteoporosis as a side effect, a first example of such optimized compounds can be provided.